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Dear Pupils,  

Thank you very much for completing the pupil questionnaire in the summer term; 237 of you 

answered the questions during school time on your laptops.  

Your teachers have read your responses and ideas very carefully.  

Many of you really enjoy school and finding out new things in lessons. The majority of you think that 

your lessons are fun and interesting. The teachers will continue to try hard to make sure that you 

enjoy every lesson. You particularly like being given responsibilities to complete tasks by yourselves 

and are confident to ask for help if you need it. You understand how you are expected to work hard in 

your lessons and know that teachers are there to help you if you get stuck. You recognise that 

teachers are also there to help you to improve your work.  

We are pleased that you feel teachers are fair and listen to your ideas.  This helps you to develop 

independence and grow up as valuable members of your community. 

Most of you think that the children at St. Peters are friendly; but sometimes they don’t behave as well 

as they should. It is important you all behave in lessons as otherwise you will be stopping other 

children from learning which is not fair to them.   

It is great that most of you know who to go to if you are scared or upset at school, as you are such 

caring children it would be helpful if you explain this to any of your friends who may not know and your 

teachers will also keep reminding everyone of this. You should always try and talk to a teacher, 

teaching assistant or lunchtime supervisor if anything is upsetting you. Remember that we also have 

the ‘worry box’, which lots of children are using to let us know the things that you might not find easy 

to say.  The ‘worry box’ is checked every day by a member of staff.  

Nearly all of you think there are lots of good clubs to go to before and after school which is terrific. In 

response to the 2014 survey some of you put forward some new club suggestions. We are pleased to 

say that we have added American football, KS1 choir, KS1 Drama and camera club to the list of 

activities. If you have any other ideas for clubs then please let your teacher know and we will 

endeavour to incorporate it into the club schedule. 

For many of you your favourite lessons are Art, Science, Maths and English. As a school we have 

really focused on Science and we’re delighted that so many of you are enjoying it, and so proud of 

you all for the work you have done towards us achieving the Gold Primary Science Quality Mark.  You 

also love the school trips and of course playtimes.  

Thank you so much for another great year; St Peter’s is a fantastic school because of you! 

Best wishes and thanks from all the School Governors, 

The Governing Body 
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